Collaborative Production of the Commemorative Album for Sir Run Run Shaw

Sir Run Run Shaw is a well-known philanthropist as well as a strong supporter of local and mainland education and arts development. CityU Library and over 100 academic libraries in Mainland China are under the generous endorsement of the Shaw Foundation.

On occasion of Sir Run Run Shaw’s 105th birthday in 2012, CityU Library and Tsinghua University Library launched a collaborative project to produce a commemorative album with highlights on the reading promotion activities of the endorsed libraries in China. CityU Library was honored to serve as one of the committee members and editors in this project. With the support of the Ministry of Education of the PRC, 138 endorsed libraries from different parts of China participated and a commemorative album titled 《書香逸夫，悅讀天下》紀念集 is compiled. This album not only delivers a collective appreciation for the generosity of Sir Run Run Shaw, but also serves a paramount importance to the future reading activities in academic libraries in Hong Kong and Mainland China.